TEST PENTRU ADMITEREA IN CLASA A V-A ENGLEZA INTENSIV 2019
SUBIECT PROBA ORALĂ

ETAPA 1
(LECTURAREA CU VOCE TARE A UNUI TEXT ÎN LIMBA ENGLEZĂ ȘI FORMULAREA
DE RĂSPUNSURI LA ÎNTREBĂRI PE BAZA ACELUIAȘI TEXT)

I. Read the text:
The Earth is the third planet from the Sun. It has got only one natural satellite (the
Moon). It takes the Moon 4 weeks to move around the Earth, while the Earth orbits
around de Sun once a year. A large part of our planet is water: lakes, seas and oceans.
They are the reason why the Earth appears blue from outer space!
II. Answer the questions:
1. What is the Moon?
.........................................................................................................................................
2. How long does it take the Moon to move around the Earth?
.........................................................................................................................................
3. Why does the Earth appear blue from the space?
.........................................................................................................................................

ETAPA 2 (DIALOG INTERACTIV ELEV-ELEV)
You and your partner will speak to each other about football lessons. (3p x 5 = 15p)
 CANDIDATE A, you have a card will all information you need about football
lessons. Your partner (CANDIDATE B) doesn’t know anything about the football
lessons, so he/she will ask you questions about it.


CANDIDATE B, here is you card with words you need to ask questions. Then
you will change roles.
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CANDIDATE A

CANDIDATE B
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ANSWERS
ETAPA 1
II. Answer the questions:
1) What is the Moon?
The Moon is the Earth’s natural satellite.
2) How long does it take the Moon to move around the Earth?
It takes the moon 4 weeks to move around the Earth
3) Why does the Earth appear blue from the space?
Because a large part of our planet is water(: lakes, seas and oceans).
ETAPA 2
You and your partner will speak to each other about football lessons. (3p x 5 = 15p)
CANDIDATE B: Where are the football lessons?
CANDIDATE A: The football lesons are at the North Road Sports Centre
CANDIDATE B: What/which days are the football lessons?
CANDIDATE A: The football lessons are on Tuesdays and Fridays.
CANDIDATE B: Are there football lessons for adults? / Are the football lessons for adults?
CANDIDATE A: The football lessons are for players between 12 and 16 years old.
CANDIDATE B: How much does it cost? / How much do they cost?
CANDIDATE A: It costs £3 per lesson.
CANDIDATE B: What time are the footbal lessons?
CANDIDATE A: Between 6 and 8 pm.

SURSA: Key English Test EXTRA with answers, Cambridge University Press, 2008
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